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Trusted Access

Saflok and Ilco
Electronic Locks and
Access Management Systems
Our extensive product portfolio affords the hotelier, designer and developer creative and
operational freedom, while addressing the functional needs of the hotel by effectively controlling
and monitoring access at every entry point of the property. Our guest-centric solutions comprise
technologies that merge security with convenience creating a safer and more welcoming
environment to enhance the guest experience.

4 Full-body electronic locks
Our full-body electronic locks are mobile
enabled and feature sophisticated RFID
technology and contemporary design.
Their high performance offer a secure,
flexible solution for both new construction
and retrofit projects.

5 Modular electronic locks
Our modular electronic locks offer a
unique two-piece design coupled with
Bluetooth Low Energy technology.
Hoteliers choose dormakaba for
exceptional performance, scalability
and flexible deployment options.

6 Perimeter access control
Our security solutions address the needs of
the lodging industry for effectively
controlling access throughout the hotel
property – including parking garages,
elevators, and perimeter.
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7 Back-of-house
Utility locks are the ideal solution
for hotels seeking to secure their
back-of-house using one
integrated system.

8 Access management software
Our electronic locks and readers are
supported by dormakaba’s access
management software. Our multiplatform
solutions offer both RFID and mobile access
for a seamless technology experience.

10 Mobile access solutions
Our mobile access solutions is a secure
end-to-end mobile credential system that
streamlines guest processes by allowing
them to access their room and fully
control their travel preferences.

11 Mobile service programs
dormakaba can accommodate your
mobile strategy with a variety of
service programs. An overall mobile
platform integrated with dormakaba
technology delivers a more
personalized interactive
guest experience.
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Saffire LX
Saffire LX features
sophisticated RFID
technology in a contemporary,
understated design.

Transform guestroom access for a new
level of convenience.
Full-body RFID Electronic Locks
The llco and Saflok product brands offer a selection of
locking options and access control systems that provide
security, efficiency and convenience to create a positive guest
experience. Affordable, durable, reliable, and simple to
manage, our full-body RFID electronic locks are

recommended for both new and retrofit applications. Our
locks are equipped with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) for
secure mobile access integration and a seamless digital
experience.

Saffire LX

790/RT

Confidant RFID

Saflok MT RFID

Saflok Quantum Pixel
The Saflok Quantum Pixel is
distinguished by advanced
technology concealed within
the door.

Modular RFID Electronic Locks
The unique, two-piece modular design of our Saflok
Quantum Series is synonymous with superior performance.
Hotels seeking to accentuate guest convenience while
improving operational efficiency choose Quantum locks for
exceptional security features, outstanding value and peerless
quality. The Quantum Series is offered with Bluetooth Low

Saflok Quantum Pixel

Saflok QuantumIV

Energy (BLE) for secure mobile access. The RFID solution
features keycard auditing capabilities to monitor staff and
report user activity. All products are designed, assembled and
tested in North America. Every lock is BMHA/ANSI Grade 1
certified and is ROHS (Restrictions of Hazardous
Substances) and CE/EMC compliant.

Saflok Quantum RFID

dormakaba’s RFID readers
and locks for perimeter and
facility access can be
equipped with Bluetooth Low
Energy for mobile access.

Control perimeter access throughout
the entire property.
dormakaba understands that security, control and accountability are
essential for guest safety and efficient operations. Every person, be
they employee, guest, supplier or service personnel, must be held
accountable for their time and actions in a controlled environment. Our
security solutions address the functional needs of the lodging industry
for effectively controlling all access points of the hotel property.
dormakaba leads the industry in developing and implementing totalenterprise security for guest room doors, common areas, back-ofhouse and property perimeter.

Stand-alone electronic PIN Access

The E-Plex 2000 lock features the strength, simplicity,
and reliability of our industry leading keyless
pushbutton locks. PIN access eliminates issuing and
managing keys or RFID cards. The lock requires no
wiring and is easily programmed via keypad without
removing lock from the door.

Perimeter and back-of-house access control solutions

Utility Locks
Utility locks are the ideal solution for hotels seeking to
secure their back-of-house using one integrated
system. Our electronic utility locks provide security,
efficiency and convenience. Every lock operates as
either stand-alone or online to ensure end-to-end
security with RFID and mobile credentials. Saffire LX,
Saflok MT RFID, 790/RT, Confidant RFID and E-Plex
2000 are available as utility locks.

Perimeter Access Readers
Saflok and Ilco perimeter access readers allow authorized
access to common areas, service entrances, parking garages,
elevators and other perimeter entry points throughout the
property. Our readers can be equipped with Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE), and are managed through dormakaba access
management software.
SR Series and RAC Reader

Exit Device Operator
Exit device operators provide controlled access of
perimeter doors equipped with rim, mortise, vertical
rod or concealed vertical rod exit devices. They offer
the same design and security features as our
guestroom locks ensuring hotel door hardware design
remains uniform.

Saflok Quantum RCU/ECU

Discover operational freedom and enhance
the guest experience.
As a pioneer of access management software, electronic locking
systems and mobile access, we continue to redefine hotel services.
Our brands add value to all hotel properties seeking to offer guests a
safer environment and a more personalized experience. Saflok and
Ilco electronic locks and readers are supported by dormakaba’s
access management software. Our multiplatform solutions offer the
flexibility of both RFID card and mobile access for a seamless
technology experience. Features include an array of access control
workflows for both guest and staff access.

The dormakaba Ilco and Saflok systems offer a
complete selection of guest room locking and access
management solutions for all lodging properties from
distinctive boutique hotels to deluxe destination
resorts. As security requirements for the lodging
industry evolve, we are driven to deliver innovative
access control systems that provide security, reliability,
efficiency and convenience to enhance the hotel’s lock
system investment and the guest experience.

True hospitality combines convenience at the front
desk with end-to-end security throughout the
entire property.
Ambiance Access
Management Software
Ambiance is our next generation access management
software. It is the most flexible and scalable access control
solution, developed to power your dormakaba electronic
hotel locks and control access throughout your property.
Ambiance meets the customer experience expectations by
focusing on qualities that enhance the hotel daily
operations: value, connectivity, mobility, security, scalability
and overall user experience.
Value
When installing Ambiance, select only the modules you
need. Because Ambiance is a flexible solution, future
features, such as mobile key and remote lock management,
can be added when it becomes time to upgrade.
Connectivity & Mobility
As a web-based application, Ambiance is accessible from
anywhere: simply log on to your secured web page to access
your property’s information. You can manage staff access,
run reports, change door latch/unlatch schedules or
remotely advise your staff with on-screen notifications.
Scalability
Ambiance is scalable based on property requirements. It will
manage anywhere from 5 to 5,000 or more rooms in a
single or multi-building configuration. The software also
interfaces with a variety of third party solutions including
property management systems (PMS), point of sales,
energy management, parking gate and more.
User Experience
The value of time is at the forefront of the Ambiance user
experience. dormakaba’s workflow simplicity promotes
faster user training and adoption, ensuring your staff is
focused on the guest experience instead of new
system learning.

Ambiance Access Management Add-on Solutions
Ambiance Remote
Ambiance Remote provides the ultimate guest experience
in security and guest management. When paired with
dormakaba’s online electronic lock, Ambiance allows
hotel staff to monitor door activity through a series
of notifications.
Ambiance Mobile Access
Ambiance supports dormakaba Mobile Access Solutions
utilizing our Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) lock selection.

Enhanced Perimeter Access
Ambiance integrates with dormakaba’s Keyscan Aurora to
provide the ultimate in perimeter access control
management. The solution is ideal for hotels of any size,
mixed residential and commercial buildings requiring
centralized access control with the flexibility of segmented
use to accommodate guests, tenants, staff and visitors.
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The connected guest is a loyal guest.

Make mobile access a reality—simply and securely.
Convenient, reliable and secure for both the hotel property and
guests, dormakaba Mobile Access Solutions is a secure end-toend mobile credential system utilizing Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE), the preferred communication technology for dormakaba
hotel locks. All Saflok and Ilco RFID hotel locks are mobile enabled.
When guests download the mobile app, their iOS or Android
smart device becomes a service tool allowing them to access their
room and fully-control their travel preferences. From bypassing
the check-in process and secure guestroom access, to taking
advantage of in-stay features – Mobile Access Solutions simplify
travel providing true choice of service for today’s mobile-minded
guest. Our line of RFID electronic locks and access management
systems personify our unwavering commitment to deliver
progressive digital solutions to simplify guest processes.

Mobile service programs to accommodate your
mobile strategy.

Mobile Access Rapid Adoption Program
Our Mobile Access Rapid Adoption Program provides
any hotel the benefits of mobile access throughout the
property. The program is a complete service package
designed to support the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
software development kit (SDK) integration on
property deployment.

Mobile Access Integrator Program
Our Mobile Access Integrator Program provides a fast
path to the benefits of mobile access. The program is
structured to mitigate the risks associated with new
technology integration projects. Our program has
benefited countless hotels pursuing greater efficiency
and a superior digital experience. The service is ideal
for third-party integrators that develop mobile apps
for the lodging industry.

BlueSky Access
BlueSky Access, dormakaba’s cloud-based mobile
access key delivery application that combines security
and convenience. The app is available to download on
both iOS and Android smart devices and can be
deployed across any property to create a simplified
guest experience, while also streamlining
hotel operations.
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